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PENGUINS TAKE OVER BUNNYPALOOZA AT MIAMI SEAQUARIUM
Easter Parade, Continuous Egg Hunts and New Penguin Isle Exhibit at
“Penguin-Palooza” on Easter Weekend
MIAMI – February 12, 2016 – The penguins have taken over.
BunnyPalooza is now “Penguin-Palooza” and it’s more fun than ever at Miami
Seaquarium. Easter Weekend gets underway with “Penguin-Palooza”, which
waddles onto the scene from Friday, March 25 to Easter Sunday, March 27th.
With South Florida’s largest Easter parade and three penguin-perfect days
of continuous egg hunts, five acres of rides and bounce houses as well as visits
from the Easter Bunny. “Penguin-Palooza” is packed with tons of kid-friendly fun.
The daily Easter Parade will start at 12:30 p.m. complete with floats, bands,
strolling performers, costumed characters and of course the Easter Bunny.
The park’s new ‘Penguin Isle’ will add to the excitement of “PenguinPalooza”. The new exhibit features an 800-square-foot rocky, dry area and
adjoining 9,000 gallon pool, and is home to ten endangered African penguins.
Big savings are available when purchasing tickets in advance at
www.miamiseaquarium.com/Easter.
“Easter weekend is one of our biggest events at Miami Seaquarium,”
commented Andrew Hertz, General Manager at Miami Seaquarium. “This year’s
BunnyPalooza has been taken over by our new residents – the penguins! They’re

waddling into their new home at the park and we invite everyone to come out and
see our new Penguin Isle exhibit.”
Miami Seaquarium, South Florida's most popular tourist attraction, is a
family-oriented marine-life park open to the public 365 days a year that provides
visitors with a greater understanding and appreciation for marine life through
shows, presentations and marine-life exhibits.
Miami Seaquarium is an accredited member of the Alliance of Marine
Mammal Parks and Aquariums, an international organization committed to the care
and conservation of marine mammals. Accreditation by the Alliance means this
facility meets or exceeds all the standards of excellence for marine mammal care,
husbandry, conservation and education.
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